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Application:  Accurately monitoring pressure in a gas pipeline 
 
Type Of company: Public Utility  
 
Location:  Florida 
 
Problem:  After the natural gas in a transmission pipeline reaches a local gas utility many operators and techni-
cians are required to check the gas pressure at the various “Stops” along the local utility transmission line. Vari-
ance is rampant due to the significant accuracy errors that occur to the analog dial gauges under normal usage be-
cause of mechanical shock and field conditions. The mechanical shocking causes an appreciable “readout” error 
due to these gauges operating outside of their rated 2/3 accuracy ‘band width’. Some Gas Utility managers advised 
that 3 different analog gauges yielded  3 significantly different pressure readings on the same line. Since gas is 
billed by volume and that volume is calculated from their temperature / pressure formula, the pressure needs to be 
“accurately” measured and recorded at each “Stop” 
 

Solution: A Cecomp F16B300PSIG-5 digital pressure gauge is the solution. This Cecomp Digi Max gauge has 
0.25% accuracy over the full pressure range, 0.1 PSI resolution, and can handle the “abuse” because of their rug-
gedness both electrically and mechanically. At many utilities a docking or sample port called a “Pete’s Plug” is 
used. This is not a quick connect but a diaphragm or membrane that is punctured and allows for direct pressure 
monitoring without use of a valve or shut off. The probe that is inserted into the “Pete’s Plug” can be mounted to 
the 1/4” NPT fitting on the gauge. A residential specialist may require a second F16B low pressure gauge scaled 
for inH20. 

 
Benefits of API’s solution: 
±0.25% Test Gauge Accuracy 
Long Battery Life (up to 2500 Hours) 
Rugged design 
0.5" digit height on Display for ease of reading 
Repeatability of reading 

Accuracy  
Cecomp Battery powered Gauges have an 
accuracy of ±0.25% of full scale (±1 least 
significant digit. Cecomp uses the “terminal-
point” specifications method during our 
gauge calibration instead of “best-fit straight 
line” specifications. This type of calibration 
procedure is more stringent and means that 
the zero pressure point and the 100 percent 
pressure point are “terminals” (sometimes 
referred to as end points) to which the actual 
performance of the transducer is fixed.  
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Battery Powered Digital Pressure 
Gauge with Selectable Units 


